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Abstract

This chapter explores the vernacular cultural assets of Wollongong, a largely suburban industrial city located
just to the south of Sydney. Our interest here stems from our research for the wider Cultural Asset Mapping in
Regional Australia (CAMRA) project, which asked the following key questions: outside of official planning
discourses, what kinds of cultural assets exist in a rapidly changing and historically industrial region? What
constitutes creativity in such a context? And, as researchers, what kinds of research practice are necessary to
engage with marginalised social groups and working-class communities as part of a cultural asset mapping
approach? In this chapter, we reflect on our research experiences, and discuss the particularities of cultural and
creative practice in a working-class steel city that is undergoing transitions. The story includes surfboards,
punk music and custom-designed cars, but also diverse suburban 'cool places' invisible to the creative cities
script.
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accessible everywhere, have become much more pervasive.
Production and consumption of music is increasingly reliant
on these emerging technologies. Individual songs, albums and
entire discographies are downloaded from iTunes or LimeWire in
minutes, transferring music to CD and MP3 players. Programs and
software help develop unique sounds and beats, often replacing
the need to learn musical instruments. Music can be made at
home or at the local youth centre, recorded and uploaded to
YouTube or Facebook sites. In turn, these networks spread music
to larger audiences, promoting skills and ambitions of grassroots
and underground performers, as well as signed professionals.
Indigenous hip-hop production requires a combination
of underlying telecommunications infrastructure (adequate in
Nowra and the Torres Strait, but still woeful in large parts of
rural and remote Australia) and progressive thinking by local
social workers and community planners. In the case of Nowra,
the youth centre allows and encourages young people to be
creative - prosaic community infrastructure enabling cultural
activity of significance. Indigenous hip-hop is an evolving
musical form, providing an important platform where young
musicians express identities, creativity, passions and skill. The
hope of the musicians featured in this chapter (and the authors)
is that in the future aspiring Indigenous hip-hop artists will have
improved opportunities to progress musical flair and talent into
viable professional careers. Access to relevant musical equipment,
infrastructure, mentoring and performance opportunities are
crucial to the future development of a vibrant Indigenous hip-hop.

An earlier version of this chapter, 'Indigenous Hip-hop: Overcoming Marginality,
Encountering Constraints', was published in Australian Geographer, vol. 41, 2010,
pp. 141-58.
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Engaging Creativity in Industrial Regions:
Mapping Vernacular Cultural Assets
Chris Gibson, Andrew Warren and Ben Gallan

This chapter explores the vernacular cultural assets ofWollongong,
a largely suburban industrial city located just to the south of
Sydney. Our interest here stems from our research for the wider
Cultural Asset Mapping in Regional Australia (CAMRA) project,
which asked the following key questions: outside of official
planning discourses, what kinds of cultural assets exist in a rapidly
changing and historically industrial region? What constitutes
creativity in such a context? And, as researchers, what kinds of
research practice are necessary to engage with marginalised social
groups and working-class communities as part of a cultural asset
mapping approach? In this chapter, we reflect on our research
experiences, and discuss the particularities of cultural and creative
practice in a working-class steel city that is undergoing transitions.
The story includes surfboards, punk music and custom-designed
cars, but also diverse suburban 'cool places' invisible to the creative
cities script.
At the outset, no presumptions were made about what
creativity might be, where it resides in the city, or its importance
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to cultural planning practice. Creative industries audits had
already been conducted for Wollongong, and the contoms of
conventional arts activities in the city were already well known. A
different approach to informing cultural planning was needed. A
more meaningful influence was the growing field of communityengaged research for arts and cultmal planning, which emphasises
processes and outcomes related to concerns with social justice
and cultural diversity - the politics of knowledge production as
significant as the knowledge created. Cultmal asset mapping for
us meant negotiating with regional research partners, navigating
the politics of knowledge-generation and delivering tangible
'data' on grassroots culttue and creativity, while embracing the
possibility of diverse activities and perspectives without prescribing
fixed methods.
The setting for om research was Wollongong, an archetypal
blue-collar industrial Australian city, in the wider Illawarra region,
historically dominated by the coal and steel industries and facing
ongoing fears around deindustrialisation. This setting amplifies
the relevance of exploring vernacular creativity and cultmal
assets, for it reveals the particular way regional economic futmes
are imagined. This case illuminates how youth and vernacular
working-class culttues have tended to be forsaken within a desire
to find new regional economic narratives, in places burdened with
the reputation of being imperilled by global economic forces.
In Wollongong, one policy prescription has been to embrace
'creativity' as a strategy for eusming economic futmes. The
dominant policy view is that cities shrug off rust-belt identities
and adapt economic development strategies that foster 'creativity',
diversify local economies, create jobs, attract tourists, and appeal to
a creative class of in-migrants. In this view, an industrial heritage
can be a burden; creative-industry promotion then becomes a
means to jettison brown industrial images and infrastructure in
favom of streetwise, bohemian and cosmopolitan imagery.
Nevertheless, 'creative' has tended to be articulated through
conventional understandings of the arts: supporting galleries and
154
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performance centres and incubating innovation in corporate
science, technology and engineering sectors. There are presences of
what a:'e typically described as 'creative industries' in Wollongong,
mcludmg a theatre scene, visual artists, filmmakers and designers and the city has pockets of gentrified 'creative class' activity,
partly in the inner city and also on its scenic northern beaches (a
function of lifestyle and amenity). Many gains have been made
in Wollongong, but benefits have been unevenly distributed: a
stark north-south socio-economic divide persists within the city;
regional youth unemployment remains high; retraining schemes
for workers who lost jobs in heavy industry have had mixed
results; and long-term dislocation of manufacturing workers
has not been sufficiently countered by growth in new industries.
This was the setting within which researchers were charged with
the task of mapping vernacular cultural assets - as imagined by
residents themselves.
Adding to the urgency of this task was that the kinds of
arts and cultural activities previously promoted often reinforced
middle-class metropolitan tastes while denigrating local
working-class people as somehow 'less creative' (one Wollongong
suburb was infamously voted Australia's 'most bogan place' in a
nationwide poll). Typical are slickly branded campaigns revolving
around middle-class aesthetics and a predilection for bourgeois
consumption spaces rather than enterprises that generate jobs and
production. Another danger was that previously the enormous
creative potential residing in economically oppressed social groups
had been neglected - a question of fundamental social justice as
well as cultural planning.
Wollongong City Council cultural planners, who were
industry partners on the CAMRA project, wanted to include wellestablished arts communities in the research, but also - mindful of
the critiques of creativity and class alluded to above - wished to
explore a more expansive understanding of what creativity might
be, and where it could be found. An open-minded approach
was important in Wollongong: with its industrial base, strong
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working-class culture and challenging demographic mix (high
levels of cultural diversity, newly arrived migrant and refugee
communities, socio-economic inequality, and problems of youth
unemployment), any project focusing only on the established arts
and creative industries would quickly run the risk of reinforcing
existing divides and appear elitist.

Negotiating methods and pragmatic research journeys
Clarifying our approach to mapping local cultural assets took
a year's worth of regular meetings by university researchers on
the CAMRA project with cultural planners at Wollongong
City Council. Both parties were driven by a desire to broaden
consultations in light of future cultural planning needs - to
incorporate diverse views and thus open up the conversation about
what constitutes creativity in an industrial city setting. CAMRA
researchers also pursued specialist projects on specific forms of
vernacular creativity (custom car design, surfboard shapers) and
sites of creativity (for example, the Oxford Tavern, the live music
venue, host to Wollongong's fringe/alternative/punk subcultures
until its untimely closure in 2oro).
To sufficiently capture Wollongong's cultural assets a mixedmethod approach was required. Specific projects associated
with Honours and PhD thesis projects meant it was possible to
dedicate time and energy to locating and exploring alternative
creative sectors beyond the usual places, while a series of other
activities would be pursued by the project as a whole, with the
broader population. A pragmatic approach was taken to initially
select specific creative activities and sites: custom car design wa~ a
focus because of the authors' prior knowledge and awareness ot a
creative scene in Wollongong surrounding car design, which had
also recently been demonised by mainstream media in the area
as 'hoon' culture. The Oxford Tavern was chosen because of the
involvement of one of the authors as a musician there. Surfboard
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shaping was chosen because another of the authors is a keen
surfer and knew of the region's high-quality custom surfboard
workshops - but also knew that surfboard makers felt frustrated
and somewhat 'out of the loop' of decision-making in the city
about cultural and economic planning.
It became apparent that a much more ambitious public
research exercise would be needed to broaden the net. This
latter exercise became the hosting of a 'cultural mapping lounge'
at Wollongong's largest annual civic festival, Viva La Gong, in
November 2009. The 'cultural mapping lounge' consisted of a
stall, manned by staff and students and CAMRA personnel from
the University of Wollo.ngong (DOW) and the University of
Technology, Sydney (UTS). At the mapping lounge members of
the general public -literally anyone- were invited to have their say
on two basic questions: 'What is the coolest place in Wollongong/·
and 'What is the most creative place in Wollongong?' These two
questions, although simple, were the product of many hours of
debate within project partnership meetings. They were chosen
because they invited people in a reasonably accessible, 'pop culture'
format to reflect on their city, on cultural life, and on creativity.
They addressed the core questions of our research (as outlined
previously) but in a non-academic format and using language that
engaged rather than alienated participants. Accompanying these
questions, members of the general public were also asked to draw
on a paper map ofWollongong- explicitly identifying their 'cool'
and 'creative' places with blue and pink highlighter pens (see http://
VJmeo.com/77756380 for a video explaining the process). Drawing
on advances made elsewhere on a previous project (see Chris
Brennan-Harley's chapter in this book), these maps were later
collated and combined within geographic information systems
(GIS) technology to produce analytical and statistical reports on
where Wollongong residents located 'cool' and 'creative' places.
Overall, 205 people participated in this exercise, producing 160
interviews and maps (some participated as couples or as whole
families, completing one interview and drawing on a single map).
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